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Abdul Latif Jameel Motors announces opening of a new 
sales and client services facilities in Hufof 
 The new center will provide world-class customer experience with the capacity to serve 

more than 34 cars at any one time 
 The center features a large showroom and workshops to cater to all customer needs 

 
Jeddah, Saudi Arabia – April 3, 2018 
Abdul Latif Jameel Motors, the authorized distributor of Toyota in Saudi Arabia, today 
announced the opening of a new state-of-the-art Toyota and Lexus facilities in Hufof. The 
development comes as part of Abdul Latif Jameel’s previously announced planned domestic 
investment of SAR 7.5 billion in Saudi Arabia over the next five years. 

 
The site, developed by Abdul Latif Jameel Land, hosts a state-of-the-art, a customer-centric 
indoor showroom and an outdoor area that displays approved used Toyota and Lexus cars, 
and provides a full spectrum offering of ‘sales, service and spare parts’ (3S).  
 
Hassan Mohammed Jameel, Deputy President and Vice Chairman of Abdul Latif Jameel, 
said: “Abdul Latif Jameel Motors continues its efforts to provide the best services to our 
customers, and this center developed by Abdul Latif Jameel Land feature an innovative 
construction model that enables our guests to enjoy such a unique experience. 

 
“The high quality facilities in Hufof are an example of the exceptional emphasis Abdul Latif 
Jameel places on furthering our customers’ and clients’ experience, wherever they are, 
through a network of sales and services centers across Saudi Arabia.” 

 
The 11,931m2 Hufof center includes a 12-car showroom, 34 work bays, service reception 
and workshop, parts retail and warehouse and an external used car lot which can display 22 
Toyota and Lexus vehicles. 

 
Abdul Latif Jameel Land has been the main developer of all Abdul Latif Jameel projects and 
corporate facilities. Its projects include developing the largest Lexus showroom and service 
facility in the world, which was opened in Riyadh in May 2016 with a total area of 41,400 m2. 

 
 

-Ends- 
 
 
About Abdul Latif Jameel 
Abdul Latif Jameel refers broadly to distinct separate and independent legal entities whose 
interests encompass automotive distribution, auto parts manufacturing, financial services, 
renewable energy, environmental services, land and real estate development, logistics, 
electronics retailing and media services. Abdul Latif Jameel positions itself as a preferred 
business partner primarily for inward investment into the Middle East, North Africa and 
Turkey (MENAT) region. For more information, please visit: www.alj.com 

 
For more information, please email us at media@alj.ae or call +971 4 448 0906 (+4 GMT 
- Dubai, UAE). 
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